Young Manchester
Updates
Happy Friday! This week’s update consists of an event invitation, a
couple of opportunities and new funding.
EVENT

We the Change: A Night of Culture!
The Young Manchester Ambassadors are inviting you to their youth-led
event celebrating the cultures and diversity within Manchester. Join us
on Thursday 20th October, 6pm - 8pm, at the People's History Museum.
Tickets are free & transport can be provided.
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OPPORTUNITIES

The Centre for Youth Impact are
coming to Manchester
On 29th November the Centre for Youth Impact are
coming to Manchester to provide a free workshop for
local youth charities to understand how to measure
their impact and do brilliant evaluations. Find out
more about the day at the link below.

OPPORTUNITIES

Youth Engagement Forum with the National Trust
The National Trust's Quarry Bank site are starting
a youth engagement forum, and looking for
young people to be members to help them
shape their strategy! If you love getting out into
nature, and helping other young people to do
the same - this is role for you.
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SURVEY

School & Socialising during the Pandemic
Power2 needs your help! We’re capturing young
people’s experiences of school and socialising to
further understand the impact of the pandemic. The
survey is open for 11 to18 year olds, and will take
about 10 minutes to complete. Entrants will also be in
with a chance of winning one of five Love2Shop
vouchers (if you want to be).

YOUTH FUNDING

GMYN Social Action Grants
If you're supporting young people who are interested in social
action or who have an idea for their own campaign but need
some support with funding, you can register your interest to
find out more about GYMN's new grant #Inspire22. You can
also get in touch with Harriet with any questions at
harriet.allen@gmyn.co.uk or on 07724 343 971.
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